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The thermal coefficient of linear expansion, the electrical conductivity and dielectric permittivity of fabric
reinforced hybrid composites with filled stratified epoxy matrix were investigated. The measurements of
electrical conductivity and dielectric permittivity had been performed, using standard method regarding
electrical resistance and electrical capacity. In order to point out the effect of filler and of the spatial distribution
of reinforcement layers, the medial layer of fabric was especially prepared by introducing copper wires in
the woven. So, the medial layer is made of different types of tows (carbon, aramid, glass). This attempt is
made in order to design a composite able to provide information about its state during various loading. The
results showed that the fillers did not improve the electrical parameters of epoxy matrix, but they led to
reduce the thermal coefficient of linear expansion. The thermal and electrical behavior of hybrid composites
varied in dependence of number of carbon layers and fiber orientation.
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coefficient

Polymer composite materials are a particular interest in
many industries for their mechanical, thermal and electrical
properties design, as opposed to metallic materials. To
improve some properties of a composite material for a
specific purpose, in its structure might be used different
types of fabrics as reinforcement for polymer matrix
composites, like glass, carbon, aramid and mixed fabrics
and various modifications agents that are able to induce
controlled modifications of polymer properties.
Generally, to get good results for some specific responses
of composites various types of reinforcement are used.
For instance: aramid fibers to obtain a material with good
shock resistance; glass fibers to obtain a material with
good tensile and compressive properties; and carbon fibers
to form a material with good bending properties but also
with better electrical properties (tacking into account the
fact that these fibers are showing higher electric
conductivity). As it is well known it is quite difficult to
maintain the regulate distribution of fibers during forming
maneuvers and, in the case of thermoset polymers, the
use of fabrics is recommended. So the reinforcement of a
thermoset polymer matrix composite may contain various
types of fabrics (made of various types of fibers) that can
be distributed on a stack sequence imposed by the need
of requiring some special properties. For example, the use
of fabrics as reinforcement for polymer matrix composites
could lead to an improvement of mechanical properties
and could affect electrical or thermal properties, or inverse
[1].
The composites properties could be modified, also, if
will be using into the polymer matrix composition different
fillers. Starch, for instance, is often used due to its capacity
to disperse into a liquid phase and its use into epoxy resins
was proved to have a beneficial effect on other fillers
uniform dispersion [2, 3]. Using fillers like carbon black
and ferrites, it is possible to improve electromagnetic
properties and using talc, carbon whiskers and clay to
improve dielectric properties [1]. But to obtain the desired
results, the most important are uniform distribution of
powders in matrix and the properties of interphases
between components [4,5].

Initially, the aim of the research was to design and to
form multifunctional materials. Different types of fabrics
(carbon fibers, glass fibers and aramid fibers) and three
different mixtures of fillers to improve the mechanical,
thermal and electrical properties were used. Also, it was
realized a hybrid fabric, which contains copper wire for
improving the electrical conductivity of materials. For
mixtures of fillers were used: the potatoes starch, aramid
powder, carbon black, barium ferrite, and carbon and glass
whiskers. The potatoes starch was used because it does
not affect the proprieties of materials. The aramid powder,
carbon and glass whiskers [6-9] were used for improving
the mechanical properties and impact resistance. The
carbon black [10-13], carbon whiskers [14, 15] and barium
ferrite [16, 17] were used for improving the thermal and
electromagnetic properties. The fillers were chosen to
provide connections between the components of matrices,
taking into account, also, the fabric type used for each
layer of the laminate.
The purpose of this paper is to present the thermal and
electrical behavior of composite materials. These materials
are laminate like materials – being formed by wet-laying
method-and are realized with different stacking sequences
and various filled polymer layers between fabrics (all the
polymer layers are based on the same polymer but this
polymer is modified by dispersing various fillers into it).
The effect of stacking sequence and of the presence of
the fillers on thermos-mechanical (linear coefficient of
thermal expansion – perpendicular on the reinforcement
plane) and electromagnetic properties (surface and bulk
electric conductivity and surface and bulk dielectric
permittivity) were analyzed.
Experimental part
Materials and methods
The use of fabrics as reinforcements for polymer matrix
composites is recommended by their ability to form sinuous
and complicated surfaces keeping the regulated
distribution of the fibers. The wet-lay-up method of
composite forming allows obtaining of materials with the
same matrix in all the volume (between and through fabrics
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layers) unlike the traditional laminated composites, where
the bonds between layers are obtained using adhesives
(for thermoset matrix laminae) or thermal treatments (for
thermoplastic matrix laminae). Stratified materials with
the same polymer in all the volume respond different from
laminated at all the external solicitations-thermal,
electrical, mechanical etc. For this study epoxy resin was
used as matrix and various fabrics as reinforcement in order
to obtain stratified materials with different properties.
A special type of fabric was realized and was used as
medial layer [18,19]. Starting with a hybrid fabric made of
aramid and carbon fiber tows in geometry 2×1 on weft
direction and 1×2 on warp direction, each second aramid
tow of the weft was replaced with a glass fiber tow together
with a 0.2 mm diameter wire of tin covered copper, as it
can be seen in figure 1. Such as the final fabric was a
simple hybrid plain type fabric with 270 g/m2 specific
density, but with three alternating kinds of tows on the
weft direction, denoted M. All the other fabrics used were
simple plain types as follows: A- aramid fiber fabric with
173 g/m2 specific density; C - carbon fiber fabric with 160
g/m2 specific density; 1G -glass fiber fabric with 163 g/m2
specific density; 2G-glass fiber fabric with 390 g/m2 specific
density.
Fig. 1. The hybrid fabric
with three alternating kinds
of tows (aramid, carbon and
glass) and wire of tin
covered copper on the yarn
direction

The matrix of all the four materials was made of epoxy
resin system EPIPHEN RE4020-DE4020. To modify the
basic properties of epoxy resins three powder mixtures
had been used: MF1-10% volume ratio of starch and 10%
volume ratio of carbon black; MF2- 5% volume ratio of
aramid powder, 5% volume ratio of starch, 5% volume ratio
of carbon whiskers and 5% volume ratio of glass whiskers;
MF3-10% volume ratio of aramid powder and 10% volume
ratio of barium ferrite. Table 1 shows the nature and
orientation of each reinforcement layer and the type of
filled epoxy matrix. So, MF1 matrix was used to imbue
(prior to mold placement) for 01 to 03 and 15 to17 layers of
reinforcement, MF2 for 04 to 06 and 12 to 14 layers of
reinforcement and MF3 for 07 to 11 layers of reinforcement.

The linear coefficient of thermal expansion was
measured with TMA SDTA 840 thermo-mechanical analyzer
and STARe software for acquisition and evaluation of data
by heated from 30 to 200°C with 20°C/min. For thermosmechanical measurements specimens with 10×5mm
dimensions were used.
The electromagnetic measurements were performed
with Digital Protek 9216A LCR-meter instrument. The
electrical conductivity and dielectric permittivity were
measured at 1, 10 and 100 kHz frequency and 1V test
voltage. The LCR-meter offers four modes of
measurements: R+Q (resistance + quality factor), L+Q
(inductance + quality factor), C+D (capacitance + 1/D)
and C+R (capacitance + resistance). For investigation of
these electrical parameters, there were used plate
specimens with 297×210 mm dimensions.
Results and discussions
The investigation of linear coefficient of thermal
expansion was made on ranges of linear portions of the
dimension change vs. temperature curves. These portions
indicate the linear thermal behavior of composites with
the increasing of the temperature. So, for this investigation
the values of the coefficient of thermal expansion were
determined on two temperature intervals 40 to 60°C and
110 to 170°C. Considering that the carbon, aramid and glass
fibers are not changing their dimensions with the
increasing of temperature, it was investigated, also, the
thermal behavior of non-filled and filled matrices on 40°C
to 60 and 110 to 170°C temperature ranges.

Fig. 2. Coefficient of thermal expansion for non-filled and filled
epoxy system

As it can be seen in figure 2, on the 40-60°C temperature
range the coefficient of linear thermal expansion of nonfilled epoxy matrix exhibits a lower value than those of
epoxy matrix filled with starch, carbon black (MF1) and
aramid powder, barium ferrite (MF3). But on this

Table 1
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Fig. 3. Coefficient of thermal expansion for fabric reinforced hybrid
composites with filled stratified epoxy matrix

Fig. 4. Surface electrical conductivity of non-filled and filled epoxy
matrices

potatoes starch, carbon black (MF1) and aramid powder,
barium ferrite (MF3) showed the same thermomechanical
behavior, which was better than that of non-filled matrix.
As per 40-60°C temperature range, the filled epoxy matrix
with aramid powder, potatoes starch, carbon and glass
whiskers (MF2) exhibited the lowest value of thermal
expansion coefficient. So, the investigation of
thermomechanical behavior of epoxy matrix showed that
the fillers used in this research reduce the dilatation of
epoxy materials with the increase of the temperature.
Thereby, based on figure 3, it can be observed that the
thermomechanical behavior of hybrid composites depends
on the fiber orientation and carbon layers replacing with
aramid layers. Generally, it can be seen that the hybrid
laminates made of more aramid layers (3H, 4H) exhibit
lower values of thermal linear expansion coefficient than
those made of more carbon layers (1H, 2H) on both
temperature ranges. Regarding the decrease of thermal
expansion coefficient of hybrid composites by replacing
of carbon layers with aramid layers impregnated with MF1
and MF3 epoxy matrix, the fiber orientation exhibited
different effects on this coefficient. So, as in case of hybrid
composites made of more carbon plies, the fiber orientation
at various angles led to decreasing of thermal expansion
coefficient on both temperature ranges. But the hybrid
laminates made of more aramid plies and fiber orientation
at 0° (3H) showed the lowest values of this coefficient.
In graphs presented in figures 4-11, it can be noticed the
effect of reinforcement layers, since the matrix is always

Fig. 7. Surface dielectric permittivity of fabric reinforced hybrid
composites with filled stratified epoxy matrix
Fig. 5. Surface dielectric permittivity of non-filled and filled epoxy
matrices

Fig. 8. Bulk electrical conductivity of non-filled and filled epoxy
matrices
Fig. 6. Surface electrical conductivity of fabric reinforced hybrid
composites with filled stratified epoxy matrix.

temperature range the mixtures made of aramid powder,
starch, carbon and glass whiskers (MF2) improved the
thermomechanical behavior of epoxy matrix by decreasing
the thermal expansion coefficient, offering an
improvement of construction stability. With the increase
of temperature, how it can be observed for the 110°C-170°C
temperature range, it was recorded the highest value of
thermal expansion coefficient for non-filled epoxy matrix.
On this temperature range the filled epoxy matrix with
MATERIALE PLASTICE ♦ 55♦ No. 3 ♦ 2018

Fig. 9. Bulk dielectric permittivity of non-filled and filled epoxy
matrices
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Fig. 10. Bulk electrical conductivity of fabric reinforced hybrid
composites with filled stratified epoxy matrix.

the same, over the electrical behavior of hybrid composite
plates and, also, might be noticed the frequency
dependence of the studied parameters. The high capacity
materials might be used to store electric energy while low
resistance materials might be used to protect against
electrical charge.
Based on obtained values from electrical
measurements, there were calculated the dielectric
permittivity and the electrical conductivity. For understand
the electrical behavior of fabric reinforced hybrid
composites with filled stratified epoxy matrix, it was
performed the electrical measurements of plates made of
non-filled and filled epoxy matrices. In figures 4 and 5 are
plotted the surface electrical conductivity and dielectric
permittivity of epoxy matrices. How it can be seen, the
fillers did not influence the surface electrical behavior of
epoxy matrix. The surface electrical conductivity of epoxy
matrices increased with the increase of frequency, but the
surface dielectric permittivity remained almost unchanged.
So, as the surface electrical conductivity and dielectric
permittivity of hybrid laminates depends on plies
orientation and replacing of second outer carbon layers
with aramid layers, even though for the first outer layers
were used the carbon fabric (figs. 6, 7). Regarding the ply
orientation of laminates, the surface electrical conductivity
of composites with plies orientation at various angles
showed the highest values for laminates with second outer
carbon layers and the lowest values for those with second
outer aramid layers (fig. 6). The surface conductivity of
laminates with oriented plies at 0° exhibited the values in
the range of those of laminates with plies oriented at
various angles. With increasing of frequency the surface
electrical conductivity of laminates remained
approximately unchanged, excepting the laminate with
second outer carbon layer and fibers orientation at 0° (1H),
which increases with the increase of frequency. Regarding
the surface dielectric permittivity of hybrid composites,
how it can be remarked in figure 7, with increasing of
frequency the values of this electrical parameter decrease
for all laminates. The surface dielectric permittivity of hybrid
composites with second outer aramid plies exhibits
intermediate values in the range of those of hybrid
composites with second outer carbon plies. In case of
hybrid composites with second outer carbon layers, the
materials with plies oriented at various angles showed the
highest dielectric permittivity and the materials with plies
oriented at 0° showed the lowest dielectric permittivity.
The laminate with second outer aramid plies and fiber
orientation at 0° (3H) exhibited approximately the same
values of dielectric permittivity of the laminate with second
outer carbon plies and fiber orientation at 0° (1H) at the 1
kHz frequency, of the laminate with second outer aramid
plies and fiber orientation at various angles (4H) at the 10
kHz frequency and of the laminate with second outer
272

Fig. 11. Bulk dielectric permittivity of fabric reinforced
hybrid composites with filled stratified epoxy matrix

carbon plies and fiber orientation at various angles (2H) at
the 100 kHz frequency.
The bulk electrical conductivity and dielectric
permittivity of epoxy matrices are shown in figures 8 and
9. As in the previous case, the epoxy matrices exhibited
almost the same electrical behavior. The bulk electrical
conductivity of matrices increased with the frequency, but
at the 1 kHz frequency the non-filled epoxy matrix showed
a higher electrical conductivity than filled matrices (fig. 8).
The dielectric permittivity of matrices decreased
insignificantly with frequency increasing (fig. 9). Since the
carbon is an electrical conductor, the laminates made of
more carbon plies showed a higher electrical conductivity
than the laminates made of more aramid plies (fig. 10).
The fiber orientation of hybrid laminates exhibited different
effects on the electrical conductivity. So, as the fiber
orientation of hybrid laminates made of more carbon plies
improved the bulk electrical conductivity while the fiber
orientation of hybrid laminates made of more aramid plies
led to decreasing of this electrical parameter. As it can be
observed in figure 11, the bulk dielectric permittivity of all
hybrid laminates decreased with frequency increasing. The
hybrid laminate made of more aramid layers and fiber
orientation at 0° (3H) exhibited the highest values of this
parameter at all frequencies. The hybrid laminate made of
more carbon layers and fiber orientation at 0° (1H) and the
hybrid laminate made of more aramid layers and fiber
orientation at various angles (4H) showed approximately
the same electrical behavior.
Conclusions
The thermomechanical and electrical behavior of fabric
reinforced hybrid laminates with filled stratified epoxy
matrix was investigated. By analyzing of obtained data and
plotted results in graphs above, it can be made the
conclusions as follows:
The thermomechanical behavior of epoxy matrix can
be improved by adding a mixture of fillers in epoxy resin
composition. The lowest value of thermal linear expansion
coefficient was showed for filled epoxy matrix with
potatoes starch, aramid powder, carbon and glass
whiskers on 40-60°C and 110-170°C temperature ranges.
Regarding the electrical behavior of epoxy matrices, the
used mixtures of fillers in epoxy matrix composition did
not improve the electrical conductivity and dielectric
permittivity, moreover the bulk electrical conductivity of
non-filled epoxy matrix showed a higher value at the 1 kHz
frequency than those of filled epoxy matrix.
Regarding the influence of plies number of carbon and
aramid in structure of hybrid laminates, it was found that
the hybrid laminates made of more aramid layers showed
lower values of thermal linear expansion coefficient on
40-60°C and 110-170°C temperature ranges than the hybrid
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laminates made of more carbon layers. But by increasing
of carbon layers in laminates structure, it can be improved
the electrical conductivity.
The influence of fiber orientation on improving of
thermomechanical and electrical behavior of hybrid
laminates, also, depends on number of carbon and aramid
plies in structure of these materials. Thus, the fiber
orientation at various angles of laminate made of more
carbon plies led to decreasing of thermal linear expansion
coefficient and increasing of electrical conductivity, while
in case of laminate made of more aramid plies the influence
of fiber orientation was reversely.
The values of electrical conductivity of laminates varied
insignificantly with frequency increasing, excepting hybrid
laminate made of more carbon plies and with fiber
orientation at 0°C (1H), whose surface electrical
conductivity increased as well.
The dielectric permittivity of fabric reinforced hybrid
laminates with filled stratified epoxy matrix decreased with
frequency increasing.
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